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Preface.
Towards an edition of the fragments
of the Roman republican “antiquarians”

The present volume contains the proceedings of a workshop held at the
British School at Rome and University of Rome «La Sapienza» on 22nd and
23rd September 2016. It follows the Colloquium Back to the Future: Varro, the
State, and Antiquarianism held at University College London in January 2015
(to be published as a special issue of the «Bullettin of the Institute of Classical
Studies», edited by Valentina Arena and Fiachra MacGóráin). Together,
these two events make the first forays into some interpretative and methodo-
logical aspects concerning the constitution of the first scholarly edition of
the fragments of the Roman Republican antiquarians.

Such an edition is a great desideratum, invoked by numerous quarters,
«[…] a modern edition of the fragments of these important writers re-
mains an urgent need […] It is our hope», states Tim Cornell in his intro-
duction to the excellent edition of the Fragments of the Roman Historians, «that
another team of scholars will undertake the taxing but important task of
producing an edition of the fragments of these [“antiquarian”] works, which
meets modern standards and needs».1 Benefitting from the digitisation of
many Latin and Greek corpora as well as the advancements in editing tech-
niques and criteria, we decided to take up this challenge and made prelim-
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inary steps towards this edition by exploring the most effective and profitable modus operandi.

It seemed to us that the best course of action was to take as starting point the reconstruction and analysis of the works by Varro, the great intellectual, general, and politician of the first century BC, from whose Antiquitates rerum humanarum et divinarum the very name of antiquarianism was first coined in the Renaissance. His corpus, in fact, will provide a guideline to understand more clearly what, if anything, is distinctive about ancient antiquarianism and will shed light on its later appropriation and re-embellishment in early modern and modern times. However, the multiplicity of his Varro’s [sic] works, his opinions and his organizations of knowledge, the awkwardness of the transmission of his work, the highly mediated and contingent nature of the arrival of “Varro” into later centuries, and the real difficulty of understanding the shape of any given Varronian work are all serious challenges to his endeavour. Of these the first and perhaps the greatest consists in the identification of fragments as opposed to their testimonia. As Carlotta Dionisotti put it, classical fragments are made rather than born, they can of course be made in several different ways. Contrary to the assumptions of Scaliger and his contemporaries, which informed also the practices of the first German philologists of the first half of the nineteenth century, fragments are now recognized as the result of a constant negotiation between the original and the “citing source” — or, as Schepens puts it, «cover-texts» — as well as the ancient texts and modern scholars. As Grafen shows, these earlier philologists worked on the assumptions that only the fragment, not its wider context, mattered; that the compilatory writers who preserved fragments were idiots whose own opinions should not be studied but ignored; that the chief questions of interest in the study of the fragments were problems of textual and historical authenticity. However, building on the philological advancement of the XX century, recent years have seen an flourishing of important studies on the assumptions and methodological rationale behind the collections of fragments and the writing of commentaries. These show a clear shift towards an approach which aims at relocating the fragments in the lively political, intellectual, and artistic process of intertextual exchange that once took place and to which the survival of these very fragments is testimony.6

Working on these methodological premises, our aim in establishing the first edition of the fragments of the Roman Republican “antiquarians” is twofold: first, to deconstruct the citing text to identify the meaning, if not the wording, of the original fragments and to return them to their reconstructed contexts; second, to challenge the current assumptions of what counts as antiquarian work and to investigate the functions it fulfilled in its historical contexts.

In line with these principles, we decided to make the first explorative incursions in some, albeit not all, major “cover-texts” of Varro’s so-called “antiquarian” works by organizing a colloquium in September 2016 in Rome. This collection of essays grew out of that event. Our wider goal was to investigate step by investigating the key topics we will confront when fully embarking on a scholarly edition of the Republican “antiquarian” fragments. Within this wider intellectual framework, our more immediate goal was to investigate the intertextual relation between Varro and some of his citing authors and consider also the physical parameters that made possible or, potentially, hindered such a relation. In addition to contributions printed here — which cover Pliny the Elder, Gellius, the grammarians of the third and fourth century AD, Nonius, St. Augustine, Macrobius, and Priscianus — Servius and St. Augustine received additional full treatment by respectively Maria Luisa Delvigo and Gillian Clark, who
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both gave papers and contributed generously to our discussion. Four PhD students and early career researchers, Biagio Gatto (Greek and Latin, UCL), Samuel Sigere (History, UCL), Irene Leonardi (Paris, La Sorbonne–Roma Tre, Rome), and Antonio Pittà (Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa), shed further light on the relation between Varro and later authors (with particular regard to St. Augustine, Nonius, Servius, Macrobius, and Priscian), providing a window on the most recent approaches to the subject. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who contributed to our lively discussion. Unfortunately, Michael Crawford and Philip Burton were prevented from joining us to discuss the role of Varro in Festus.

One of the main outcomes of this collection is to begin a mapping of the historical moments when, as well as of the reasons why, Varro went in and out of fashion. The study of his cover-texts and the identification of the presence, or indeed absence, of Varro’s citations in later ancient authors, provide us with an interesting and useful window on “the shifting boundaries of canon formation over time.” As well known, since his own time, Varro acquired extraordinary fame as one of the greatest intellects of Republican Rome, rising almost immediately to the role of “il terzo gran lume romano” (Petrarch, Trionfo della fama, 111.38). However, at some point, part, if not all, of his copious literary production must have fallen out of interest and, as a result, has come to survive solely in form of excerpts or fragments. Only six books of de lingua Latina and de re rustica survived. A full history of the fortune of Varro is still a desideratum.9

In the first century AD, as De Nonno shows, Varro was widely read and cited by authors, such as Pline the Elder, mainly by virtue of their interest in Varro’s Fachliteratur and usus scribendi, which they deemed worthy of being recorded. This Varronian fortune seems to continue in the second century AD, at least with Gellius, who, as Smith illustrates, extensively read Varro because of his status as great authority of the past with whom Gellius himself wished to enter in intellectual competition. However, later grammarians, such as Charsius, for example, became familiar with Varro’s works mainly through citations in Flavius Capor and Julius Romanus, to the extent that Priscian, as Rosellini revealingly illustrates, hardly ever cites Varro, and when he does, it is for his linguistic peculiarities, which he has read mostly in Flavius Capor. The reasons why Varro raised less interest are not exclusively dependent upon his perceived individual quality or specific features of his citing authorities, but also on issues of genres and transmission. As Smith argues, we should endeavour to understand not only the intellectual stimuli that Gellius took from Varro, but also the pragmatic parameters of the survival of Varro’s works. According to Marshall, as a result of Alaric’s invasion of Italy in AD 498, his sack of Rome in 410 AD and the ensuing refugee crisis, Varro’s works came to be dislocated in north Africa and became widely available to authors such as St. Augustine and Nonius Marcellus. While St. Augustine took Varro as representative of that pagan culture he fiercely opposed and thereby very frequently referred to his works in a highly critical fashion, Nonius looked at him as one of the most authoritative figures of Latin language and culture. As Piazz shows, he, in fact copiously cites his work in a methodical, albeit, not always pedantic, manner. A not dissimilar attitude is also attested in Macrobius, who, Goldlust illustrates, cites classical authors differently according to their status, either with quotations from specific texts or simply with mentions of their opinions or even names as authoritative, although with Priscian, as Roselini shows, the fortune of Varro seems considerably in decline.

As already shown by these preliminary studies, this approach, that gives pride of place to the Varro’s “cover-text”, bears fruits in three different ways: first, as Smith clearly shows, it allows us to identify potentially new fragments which so far had gone unregistered in past editions; secondly, it sheds some light on the shifting boundaries of canon formation and their dynamics; thirdly, and most importantly, it shows us that by collecting Varro’s “antiquarian” fragments, often cited not because of their exact wording, but rather because of either their arguments (often to be refuted) or the historical facts or information they convey, we are bound not to identify the exact wording of the original, but rather its paraphrase—something of significant importance when considering the form that an edition of Varronian “antiquarian” fragments might take.

Considering the enormous – almost constitutive – influence of antiquarian studies over the course of early modern and modern cultural history, it is remarkable how little attention has been paid to the nature of these works in their original context of ancient Republican Rome. It was indeed Arnauld Moigno who, in a famous article of 1950, first established the mod-

ern field of antiquarian studies by referring to changes introduced by disciplinary knowledge and in particular to relation to history, and whose work has since functioned as that history of the field, whose very absence Momigliano himself lamented. 11

However, Momigliano’s brilliant essay has also tended to constrain subsequent scholarship in its interpretative framework. Building on the Saussurean distinction between the synchronic and the diachronic, Momigliano advocated that ancient antiquarianism was characterised by a distinctive interest in remote changes along a synchronic axis. However, overemphasising this distinction has created too sharp a dichotomy between history and antiquarianism, setting up the historian against the antiquary. As a result, two main consequences in the investigation of different ways of recording and narrating the past followed: first, a focus on the issue of the definition of antiquarianism vis-à-vis history; second, a disregard of the pivotal role played by philology in the development of antiquarian studies. 12

Current scholarly debates on Roman antiquarianism concentrate on its distinction from history and the related issue of literary genre. The relation between subject taxonomy and chronology is at the centre of current investigation, 13 and attempts to identify the most distinctive characteristics of antiquarianism, which would unify this intellectual phenomenon providing it with a distinctive identity, are consistently pursued to no avail: «the dividing line between historian and antiquarian», writes Schnapp in his latest collection on antiquarian works, «is anything but clear». 14 However, any question about the definition and the very essence of Roman antiquarianism – as well as its relation with later permutations of the phenomenon – cannot be properly addressed without an authoritative edition of all surviving evidence, providing for the first time an overview of those texts that may be ascribed to this tradition. Such a focus discussion would also allow us to see more clearly those shared interests which the term antiquarianism, and its dissolution, may have concealed.

The second outcome of investigating antiquarianism primarily through

its antagonism with history is that its relationship with philology has not been given the full consideration it deserves. Not only did textual exegesis combine philology with an understanding of the history of religion, legal practices, and literary works, but also classical lexicography took precisely the form of the study of etymology. 15 Whether investigating Roman history, language, family genealogy, jurisprudence, religious lore, or political procedure, antiquarian tools were historical research and etymology, a genealogical-reconstructive method which was substantially inductive and aimed to work back from the present to the past. 16 It was a clear confidence in the possibility of recovering the meaning, the principle of unchanging truth, which, informed by Greek philosophy of language, supported their morpho-etymological analysis of Latin words, which at least Varro believed had real world relevance. 17 The Greek underpinning is critical, but these scholars, who, like Caesar, were also the main actors of the political scene of the time, were elaborating a system of knowledge that was directly connected to their course of public actions. 18 At the heart of this connection between philosophy and antiquarianism lies the relation between Greek thought and Roman social, religious, and political life. Not only did the Romans of the late Republic compose philosophical texts and adopt conceptual categories that were informed by Greek philosophy when arguing their cases before the senate and the people, but they also adopted principles inspired by Greek linguistic philosophy when composing works that aimed to systematic knowledge. 19

Stemming from Momigliano’s account of antiquarianism, a second main intellectual trajectory of investigation has been source criticism. Momigliano had observed how the insufficiency of literary evidence as well as their unreliable nature had led scholars of antiquities in the sixteenth century to
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consider visual and material evidence, so that a shared method of handling evidence had become the distinctive trait of antiquarianism. It follows that much scholarly discussion has been focused on the role that different sources have played in reconstructing the past and to what extent the inclusion of material evidence should be considered a constitutive peculiarity of antiquarianism.

As a result of this emphasis on source criticism, two main outcomes followed: first, scholarly interests concentrated on the handling of evidence and the resulting accumulation of knowledge; second, being so pre-occupied, as Momigliano was, on the question of Quellenforschung, they omitted to ask any question with the purpose and function of this form of writing. Scholars have focused their attention on the criteria applied to order such knowledge. They agree that a sensible and systematic organisation of the material, which required a rejection of the ‘principle of the hodgepodge’, as Rawson called it, in favour the Greek principle of logical division, was the key factor for antiquarian specialisation to flourish. However, scholars disagree as to both the historical moment and the agency which they identify as responsible for this shift, and have not focused on the socio-political as well as cultural dynamics that supported it. Only recently have scholars begun to address a wider intellectual vision underlying antiquarianism, interpreting this scholarly genre variously as the result of a period of crisis and perceived moral decay of the developments of encyclopaedism as indicative of confidence as well as imitative of confident imperial expansion, or even as literature of subversion against the constituted political order.

Once we acknowledge that these particular ways of “textualising knowledge” were entwined with the social and political practices as well as cultural developments of the time – and, in turn, that the Roman Republic brought with itself distinctive ways of ordering knowledge – these works can be recognised as much more than compulsory in form and conservative in aim. The collection and recording of their own tradition, the intensive use of what was seen as a radically new and productive philological methodology, the ordering and fixing of the mos maiorum in texts, and the making of collective memories enacted as well as informed a process of Roman self-definition.

It is only through a rigorous review of the “antiquarian” fragments that we will be able to explore how these “antiquarian” texts are intrinsically political: their lamentations about the decline of tradition, at the origins of the study of the past, ultimately encouraged criticism of the present and therefore became a form of activism in the contemporary world. Relying on scholarly research, where grammar and etymology played a central role, Roman antiquarianism developed a powerful discourse about the past. By selecting, ordering, at times even inventing, their traditions, these texts relocated the legitimising authority of the ancestors in a remote past, providing the present with much greater freedom to innovate. As Cicero famously put it, it was thanks to Varro’s books on Roman antiquities that the Romans had been able to learn about their past and their identity: «we were like strangers abroad and lost in our own city, your books led us back home» (Cic. Ac. Post. 9).
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The ambition of our project is to launch the study of these texts as a major new departure for the study of the ancient world and of the classical tradition from the Renaissance onwards. This material, collected and analysed together for the first time, will radically transform our understanding of Roman Republican culture by firmly establishing a new textual and contextual framework for the elaboration of knowledge and the establishment of the religious and institutional framework, and its Greek philosophical underpinnings in the Republic.
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